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Abstract:
Current times are witnessing an intense activity on Statistical Machine Translation (SMT)
driven by parallel corpora. Machine Translation (MT) is the oldest branch of Natural
Language Processing (NLP) which has been called the forcing function of even computer
science.
In this tutorial we will delve into machine learning (ML) techniques applied to MT for
various tasks starting from alignment to decoding to evaluation. ML makes use of the parallel
corpora which is gradually becoming abundant in different languages. We will start with a
brief history of MT, touching on the paradigms of interlingua and transfer based approaches.
The foundational platform of Vauquois Triangle will be described, which provides the
Analysis-Transfer-Generation (ATG) technique for MT. Then we will move onto the basic
task of word alignment which makes use of Expectation Maximization (EM) to produce word
mappings. IBM models 1, 2 and 3 will be described in this context. Next topic will be phrase
based machine translation (PBMT), the ruling paradigm of SMT these days. However, PBMT
often proves inadequate for free word order, morphologically rich languages. This motivates
the discussion on Factor Based SMT (FBSMT). We discuss how introduction of factors
reduces the need for parallel corpora for a given level of accuracy. FBSMT is deemed to be
the future of SMT of Indian Languages (IL).
PBSMT and FBSMT give rise to more advanced techniques of SMT, namely, Hierarchical
SMT (HSMT), Tree based SMT (TSMT) and Hybrid SMT (HySMT). These will be touched
upon. Discussions on Decoding, comparable to parallel corpora and Evaluation will form the
next part of the tutorial. We will conclude with observations on future of SMT, especially for
Indian Languages and comparison with EBMT (example based machine translation).
Schedule:
9.30-10.00: Introduction- MT perspective, Vauquois Triangle, MT paradigms
10.00-11.30: Word Alignment- EM, Viterbi Alignment, IBM Models 1-3
11.30-12.00: Tea

12.00-13.30: Phrase Based SMT followed by Tree Based SMT; The Moses tool, The Joshua
tool
13.30-14.30: Lunch
14.30-16.00: Factor Based SMT and SMT of Indian Languages with Hybrid Approaches
16.00-16.30: Tea
16.30-18.00: Complexity of Decoding, MT Evaluation, Comparable to Parallel Corpora
18.00-18.30: Comparison with Example Based MT (EBMT), Conclusions
There will demonstrations all along interspersed with lectures.
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